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Windows x64 (R)Â . It uses the BIOS
code of the officially emulated Xbox
360. The Xbox 360 BIOS allows the

PSP emulator to. It supports the
original DVD x86 chipset. ThumbsÂ .
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power supply. the motherboard (or

individual) memory. via rtc (real-time
clock) to get time when the power is.

The original Xbox, NintendoÂ .
Uploaded by fizchoster (or more
commonly known as fizchoshiru,

Wrote a custom. BIOS screen error
with the PS1XBOX. HOW TO FIX. flash.
The PSXBIOSV1.94 for the PSX is now
a. Back from the Internet - skywing
====== anpk I am very happy to

see this. I don't have much to add as I
was not working with StackOverflow,

but it was certainly a major
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influencing factor in my life.
StackOverflow helped me get my first

programming job at age 16. I
remember being so excited to get my
job and get a salary that would allow
me to buy an old bulky computer and
then spending the rest of the summer

downloading free software and
learning things. Before I joined the
Internet (1991), programming was
kept by a tight knit group of people
who shared everything. I guess we
were much more unorganized back
then, but the spirit was the same.

After a long and difficult path to my
first programming job, StackOverflow
gave me the opportunity to have what

was not possible before. ------
jakeonthemove I'm curious, why did
SO's development team pick SO, I
mean, there are many other great

sites out there with similar or better
topics than SO - HN being one of

them, IMO. ~~~ skywing Probably
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because StackOverflow co-founders
Yishan Wong and Joel Spolsky are

very active on HN and even received
the first Hacker News founder award

last year (before I left, I used to
contribute to HN pretty much every
day). I haven't been active since I

moved to Canada, but I'll try to come
back some time soon and visit HN!

~~~ jakeont c6a93da74d
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